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Abstract- This paper investigates the performance of a 
single TCP-Reno connection over a lossy, congested link 
as a function of TCP packet size on the forward link 
and the ratio a of forward-to-reverse link capacity mea- 
sured in terms of packets/set. (1 > 1 constitutes the pri- 
mary scenario of interest since the reverse link (for the 
ACKs) is a bottleneck, which directly impacts the forward 
link throughput. Congestion at the forward buffer is In- 
duced by assuming buffer size to be significantly less than 
the bandwidth-delay product of the round-trip connection. 
Further, forward link error characteristics are modeled as 
a continuous-time two-state Markov chain, where packets 
are either transmitted free of errors (good state) or lost (bad 
state). By tuning the model parameters, the link error pro- 
cess can be made to vary from independent loss to (highly) 
correlated loss scenarios. Results show that TCP-Reno per- 
formance benefits from larger packet sizes for connections 
dominated by link errors; throughput is less sensitive to 
packet size when the connection is dominated by forward 
path congestion. Additionally, performance sensitivity to 
variation of forward buffer saze and the round-trip propaga- 
tion delay is discussed and supported by simulation results 
using ns-2 Network Simulator. 

nections using larger packet sizes. We investigate the 
issue of optimal packet sizing in the presence of two 
types of packet losses - due to i) buffer overflow (con- 
gestion loss) and ii) channel loss, respectively. It is 
useful to characterize links dominated by congestion 
losses as presenting a “busy connection”, while those 
dominated by link errors as presenting a ‘?ossy con- 
nection”. 

II. TCP BACKGROUND 

A. Congestion Control Algorithm 

Keywords- TCP-Reno, asymmetry, correlated errors, 
performance analysis 

I. INTR~DUCTI~N 

TCP performance over an end-to-end path that in- 
cludes a wireless/satellite segment is a function of sev- 
eral important parameters: link loss characteristics 
and tuning of various TCP parameters such as buffer 
and packet size (which depend on the channel error). 
Further, in TCP over satellite, applications typically 
suffer from channel asymmetry, where the forward 
link capacity (measured in packets/set) greatly ex- 
ceeds that of the reverse link, leading to further under- 
utilization of the forward link. In this work, we focus 
specifically on the choice of TCP packet size that fun- 
damentally affects TCP dynamics since the sender’s 
current congestion window w(t) is adjusted in units 
of packets depending on receipt (or non-receipt) of 
acknowledgements (ACKs). Thus when IV(t) is in- 
cremented by 1 packet, the equivalent increase in 
throughput (measured in bits/set) is greater for con- 

A TCP sender transmits data packets ’ in sequence 
and expects to receive acknowledgements (ACKs) con- 
firming their successful reception. The maximum 
number of packets allowed to be outstanding in the 
network at time t is known as the congestion window 
size W(t). W(t) is typically maintained in units of 
bytes but for convenience it is expressed in units of 
packets here, unless otherwise noted. ACKs gener- 
ated by the standard TCP receivers carry the infor- 
mation about the last in-order data packet received; 
out-of-order packets are stored but not acknowledged 
until all previously transmitted packets have been re- 
ceived. TCP uses this continuous flow of ACKs as 
a way of probing the network and detecting signs of 
congestion. It adapts itself by dynamically adjusting 
W(t) in one of two distinct phases, known as slow- 
start and congestion avoidance phases. TCP switches 
from slow-start to congestion avoidance when W(t) 
reaches the slow-start threshold Wssth(t), that is also 
dynamically adjusted. The slow start phase allows 
for an exponential increase of W(t) that grows up to 
Wssth(t) by incremets of one (packet) for every “new” 
ACK 2 received. On the other hand, congestion avoid- 
ance phase allows for a linear window growth with 
time by incrementing W(t) by 1 for every (current) 
window’s worth of new ACKs received. 

‘Although the term “segment” is widely used in the literature 
we use “packet” throughout this paper. 

*We use “new” ACK to refer to those acknowledging data 
not previously acknowledged; “repeated” ACKs acknowledge 
previously ACKed packets. 
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The sender deduces the congestion state of the net- 
work by two different means - in the first, the time 
elapsed between the transmission of a data packet 
and the reception of its corresponding ACK, known as 
the round-trip time (RTT) is compared to an adap- 
tive threshold, known as the retransmission time-out 
(RTO); if RTT exceeds RTO, the sender assumes the 
packet has been lost. The second technique requires 
the sender to monitor the number of consecutive re- 
peated ACKs received (that signifies a break of in- 
sequence received packets); if it reaches a threshold K 
(usually K = 3), a congestion loss is assumed. The 
following summarizes the congestion control mech- 
anism actions taken by TCP-Reno in the event of 
packet loss: 
1) Time-Out 
- Set W(t+) = 1 and Wssth(t+) = W(t)/2. 
- Retransmit the lost packet and resume slow-start 
phase. 
2) K Repeated ACKs 
- Fast-retransmit the lost packet. 
- Set W(t+) = W(t)/2 + K and Wssth(t+) = W(t)/2 
- While a new ACK is not received, increment W(t+) 
by one for every repeated ACK and transmit new 
packets if possible (Fast-Recovery Phase). 
- Upon receiving a new ACK, set W(t+) = W(t)/2 
and resume congestion avoidance phase. 

While in fast-recovery phase, assuming each re- 
peated ACK indicates a packet has been success- 
fully received allows the sender to avoid dropping the 
number of outstanding packets in the network below 
W(t)/2. If that happens, the result will be a trans- 
mission burst upon reception of the first new ACK. 

B. Effects of Asymmetry 

Specific problems arise when TCP is used over 
asymmetric connections, since TCP relies on a regular 
flow of ACKs on the reverse path to advance its for- 
ward congestion window. When a > 1 (reverse link is 
the bottleneck), it results in further under-utilization 
of forward link capacity. As W(t) grows, the reverse 
link becomes fully utilized and reverse buffer overflow 
follows. As W(t) is further increased, the forward 
link becomes fully utilized at which point only 1 out 
of CY ACKs “survives” the reverse buffer. Finally the 
forward buffer overflows triggering TCP’s congestion 
avoidance mechanisms. Previous studies on the effects 
of link asymmetry on TCP performance highlight the 
following three observations: 
1. Increased burstiness on forward transmissions due 
to ACK losses in the reverse link - the “surviving” 

ACKs acknowledge multiple packets and as a result 
the sender releases multiple new packets into the for- 
ward buffer. 
2. Slower congestion window growth since only a frac- 
tion of ACKs generated by the receiver actually reach 
the sender and the fact that the TCP window evolu- 
tion algorithm is based on number of ACKs received 
and not the amount of data acknowledged. 
3. Reduced effectiveness of the fast-retransmit algo- 
rithm due to ACK loss, since it depends on the re- 
ception of at least 3 ACKs to be triggered. Besides, 
ACKs for retransmission may be lost resulting in time- 
outs. 

A pioneering analysis of the fundamental issues in- 
volving link asymmetry was carried out in [I] where 
it was shown that there are three modes of opera- 
tion based on the relationship between the normalized 
asymmetry factor c~ (defined as the ratio of time to 
transmit an ACK in the reverse link to that of a data 
packet in the forward link) and the forward buffer size 
Bf . When a! > 1 (the usual scenario of interest), for 
Bj < a!, the forward buffer size is insufficient for the 
bursts of a! packets that will occur when the forward 
link is fully utilized. For Bj > 30, the forward buffer 
will still not be empty by the time the sender receives 
3 repeated ACKs and detects a packet loss due to 
congestion in the forward link. As a result, the re- 
transmission will find the forward link fully utilized, 
its corresponding ACK will find the reverse buffer full, 
and it is likely to be dropped. Thus, “normal” oper- 
ation takes place for (I: < Bf < 3~5 when the above 
effects are not seen. An initial approach to solving 
the link asymmetry problem was to reduce a: by using 
smaller ACKs. It was proposed in [2], [3] and [4] to 
compress TCP/IP headers by exploiting the redun- 
dancy between subsequent packets. Another solution 
early proposed was the use of delayed-ACKs - due to 
the cumulative nature of ACKs in TCP, the receiver 
may avoid overflowing the reverse buffer by generating 
less than one ACK for every data packet received. In 
[5], an optimal delayed-ACK mechanism is described. 
Its use alleviates congestion in the reverse link but 
does not address the problems of forward transmis- 
sion burstiness and slow congestion window growth. 
In [6] a solution involving modifications only to the 
TCP stack at the receiver’s terminals is proposed in 
order to dynamically adjust the number of packets ac- 
knowledged per ACK @pa). In [7], the author evalu- 
ates the use of some important algorithms but does so 
for a connection where the reverse link does not rep- 
resent the bottleneck. A more complete and detailed 
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analysis of the effects of link and latency asymmetry a channel ‘LunavaiZability” factor p = Tb/(Tg + 76). It 
is presented in [8]; several techniques are suggested to is straightforward to verify that correlation between 
address all three problems that arise with link asym- error events can be increased by increasing 76 (and r9 
metry listed above. correspondingly) for a fixed p. 

C. Effects of Transmission Errors 

The control action mechanism in TCP senders was 
designed to respond to congestion (buffer overflow) 
losses. Any packet loss in the forward link due to other 
causes such as link errors are therefore interpreted 
by the sender as arising due to network congestion, 
leading to reduction of the transmission rate, thereby 
needless under-utilizing network resources. We note 
that transmission errors in the forward link impact 
TCP connection throughput far more than errors on 
the reverse channel, since ACKs in TCP are cumu- 
lative. Thus whenever an ACK is lost, it’s informa- 
tion is resident in all subsequent ACKs. Nonetheless, 
ACK losses still impact forward TCP throughput in a 
similar manner as reverse buffer overflows do in asym- 
metric connections. 

We make the important distinction between con- 
nections whose performance are dominated by conges- 
tion losses ( “busy connections”) and link losses ( Yossy 
connections”. For a fixed p, increasing the correla- 
tion coefficient between errors implies larger (on aver- 
age) error bursts and consequently fewer error events. 
Hence, for a fixed p, sufficiently large (small) values of 
rb indicate “busy connections” ( “lossy connections”). 
A “lossy connection” is extremely difficult to model 
and will not be attempted; the saturation throughput 
limit in a “busy connections” will now be addressed. 

IV. CONNECTIONS WITH cx 5 1 

Though a < 1 is not the primary scenario of in- 
terest, it is treated first for the result simplicity and 
preliminary insights it provides for (II > 1. 

A. Saturation Throughput 
III. SYSTEM MODEL 

We assume a persistent data source (e.g. an ftp 
application) operating over forward and reverse paths 
with capacity PDF and pT packets/second and FIFO 
forward and reverse buffers of sizes Bf and B,, respec- 
tively. The resulting normalized asymmetry factor is 

a = Pf/PT PIT and normalized forward buffer size 
,0 = B~/P~T where r is the total (round-trip) prop- 
agation delay. The forward link drops data packets 
due to link-layer errors based on a continuous-time, 
two-state model described next. 

In “busy connections”, reductions of window size 
W(t) are mainly due to buffer overflows. It is ex- 
pected that congestion occurs (roughly) every time 
W(t) reaches some value WfUll, which for (Y 2 1 is 
given by: 

The channel alternates between two states - the 
“good” and the “bad” denoting the extent of packet 
loss. It remains in the present state for an amount of 
time defined as an exponential random variable with 
average rg(rb), before switching to the other state. 
The probability of a packet being lost due to error in 
good(bad) state is pg(pb). For simplicity, we assume 
p, = 0 and pb = 1 in our work. The resultant packet 
loss process is a hidden Markov model with the impor- 
tant feature that it is not independent, but correlated 
in general. The channel state transitions drive TCP’s 
congestion control algorithm; thus the sequence of 
packet losses experienced by TCP sender is a result of 
the interaction between TCP’s own feedback mecha- 
nism (congestion control) and the channel state evolu- 
tion. Consequently it is impossible to translate chan- 
nel statistics to that of the actual packet loss events 
and throughput results will be presented in terms of 

Wfull = CLp (1+ P) (1) 

Fig.1 illustrates such behavior for two different packet 
sizes; WfzLll (in bytes), is the same irrespective of the 
packet size being used. Note that larger packet sizes 
allow for faster growth of W(t) and as a result cycles 
have smaller duration. This figure suggests identical 

t- cycle - 

- Large Packet 
,. I ,. I Small Packet 

‘1. 
0 50 100 150 2co 250 300 

Time 

Fig. 1. Typical congestion window evolution for two different packet 
sizes in a “busy connection” and cy 5 1. 

throughput for both packet sizes since throughput is 
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“roughly” the area under these curves. However, this 
estimate must be adjusted to account for time spent in 
the transition between cycles, defined as the time from 
the last transmission priori to a loss detection and the 
reception of the second %ew” ACK subsequent to re- 
transmission of the lost packet, which are periods of 
low (almost zero) throughput. The reason for using 
the second “new” ACK is that in the fast-recovery al- 
gorithm, the sender must pause after retransmission 
while receiving WfUa/2-3 repeated ACKs; it will only 
then attempt a new transmission which will eventu- 
ally generate a “new” ACK other than the one for the 
retransmission. Fig.2 shows a closer look at the tran- 

13.95 
44.5 

0.3 seconds 0.3 seconds 

45 45.5 46 46.5 
Time (seconds) 

Fig. 2. Closer look at cycle transitions for IOOObytes (solid line) 
and 200bytes (dotted line) packets. 

sition between cycles for two different packet sizes and 
their time duration is shown to be the same. Hence we 
should expect a poorer performance for larger packet 
sizes as the number of cycles in this case is higher. 

In PI, expressions to estimate the saturation 
throughput are derived and details will not be pre- 
sented here. The approach is to find expressions for 
both the time duration and the throughput of each 
one of two cycle stages, namely the transition phase, 
as described above, and the growth phase (the remain- 
ing portion of the cycle). The throughput of each 
cycle can then be obtained which is also the overall 
throughput of a “busy connection”. 

Tl, T2 and T3 are defined as the RTT for pack- 
ets transmitted in three distinct situations: (i) when 
a retransmission occurs (both links and buffers are 
fully utilized); (ii) when the sender transmits a new 
packet after a retransmission (the network load has 
been reduced by then); (iii) an average RTT for pack- 
ets transmitted in the growth phase. The final expres- 
sion for the saturation throughput as a function of Tl, 

5% 52 and Wfull, normalized by the forward link ca- 

pacity pf is given by: 

Wfuu [67’1 + (3Wfua + 2) T3] 
'7sat = 4T3pf [3T1 + 2T2 + WfUllT3] (2) 

Note that since pf is given in packets per second, (2) 
is also a function of the packet size for a fixed band- 
width. 

B. Simulation Results 

Nonalized Throughput vs. Normalized Average Sad State Duration 
1 ..:, :. .,,!,. !. :. ‘.:.““i;.. 

1 -8 Pkt:POOtytes B:O.l 1 

1O-2 10-l IO0 IO' 
Normalized Average Sad State Duration (r$) 

Fig. 3. Normalized throughput (ynorm) as a function of the nor- 
malized average bad state duration (T~/T) for p = 10F3. The 
horizontal dotted lines are results from equation (2). 

We ran simulations using the Network Simulator 
(ns-2) [lo] for various values of 76, TV, ,6 and packet 
size. Fig.3 shows the long-run normalized throughput 
(morm) as a function of 7b/7 for a fixed p = 10e3 
and different packet sizes and values of p. The for- 
ward bandwidth is fixed at 1Mbps which results in 
pf = 125pktls and pf = 625pktls for 1000 bytes and 
200 bytes packets, respectively. Other parameters are 
pr = 625pktls and T = 200ms. Moving from left to 
right in the plot, we go from lossy connections to busy 
connections. Smaller packet sizes yield slightly better 
performance for busy connections while large packet 
sizes allow for significantly better performance in lossy 
connections. The choice of Bf is only relevant in busy 
connections since in lossy connections the transmis- 
sion rate is never high enough to build queues in the 
forward buffer, specially for small packet sizes. The 
horizontal dotted lines in the plot represent the ana- 
lytical results using (2). The numeric results are pre- 
sented in Table I and they show that the analysis is 
in accordance with the simulation outcome. 

V. CONNECTIONS WITH a> 1 

The more relevant case where the reverse link is 
a bottleneck (a > 1) is investigated in this section. 
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TABLE I 
Throughput Saturation Limits for a 5 1. 

p Pkt Size Eq. (2) Simulation 

0.1 200 0.801 0.802 

1000 0.766 0.770 

0.2 200 0.854 0.859 

1000 0.819 0.826 

0.8 200 0.984 0.991 

1000 0.960 0.979 

As in the previous section, an expression for the sat- 
uration throughput is presented although details are 
omitted. 

A. Saturation Throughput 

When Q > 1, data packets are transmitted in the 
forward link in less time than it takes to transmit an 
ACK in the reverse link. By the time W(t) reaches 
its maximum value WfUll and a packet is dropped, 
the reverse buffer will have been overflowing already, 
allowing at this point for only one “surviving” ACK 
for every CI: ACKs generated by the receiver. VVfzLll in 
this case is given by: 

Wfull = PfT (1 + P) + a- (3) 

Referring again to the analysis in [9], an expression 
for the throughput saturation limit is derived. The 
results are only valid for the particular case in which 
only one packet is dropped at the end of a cycle and 
the ACK for the retransmission is dropped at the re- 
verse buffer, causing the sender to time-out. As dis- 
cussed in section II-B, the authors in [l] find that this 
is particularly true when Bf > 3pf. Fig.4 illustrates 
a typical window evolution for this case. 

The analysis in this case is much more complex and 
will eventually lead to less reliable results due to nec- 
essary approximations. Again three different RTT es- 
timates are obtained, T4, T5 and Ts. They correspond 
to the following three situations: (i) when a retrans- 
mission occurs (both links and buffers are fully uti- 
lized); (ii) an average RTT for packets transmitted 
in slow-start phase; (iii) an average RTT for packets 
transmitted in congestion avoidance phase. Also, an 
expression for aavg , defined as the average number of 
packets acknowledged by each %urviving” ACK dur- 
ing congestion avoidance, is obtained. The expression 
for the saturation throughput as a function of T4, Tj, 
Ts, aavg and Wfzlll, normalized by the forward link 

Congestion Avoidance Phase 

Time 

Fig. 4. Typical congestion window evolution for “busy connections” 
and 01 > 1. 

capacity PDF is given by: 

Ysat 

[log, v J p$!i, 

c 2i+ c 
i=l 

i=l Qaug (y +i) 

IX 
Pfnot 

(4) 
where rtot is the total duration of a cycle given by: 

rttot = T4f;+RTO+log, ( ~)T~+?Q~T, (5) 

RTO is an estimate for the retransmission time-out 
and pr is the reverse link capacity. 

B. Simulation Results 

Normalized Throughput vs. Normalized Average Bad State Duration 
1 

1 -8 PkWOObytes ~3:O.l 

01 “““” “““b “““’ ““.‘I 
W3 1 o-2 10-l loo IO’ 10’ 

Normalized Average Bad State Duration (rJr) 

Fig. 5. Normalized throughput (m,,,) as a function of the nor- 
malized average bad state duration (Q/T) for p = 10W3. The 
horizontal dotted lines are results from equation (4). 

Simulation traces were obtained using the same pa- 
rameters as in Section IV-B only now with cx = 3 fixed 
(the forward bandwidth is also kept fixed at 1Mbps 
while tif and uV vary with the racket size). Results are , , , y 
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shown in Fig.5. Again lossy connections are on the left over a channel with correlated errors. For the sce- 
end of the plot while busy connections are on the right. nario where performance is dominated by congestion, 
The performance sensitivity to packet sizes and buffer analytical expressions were suggested and validated 
sizes remains as described in Section IV-B only now through simulations. Results show that performance 
asymmetry is responsible for an overall performance sensitivity to the choice of packet size is reduced when 
degradation. Among the six scenarios that were sim- the connection is dominated by congestion. In this 
ulated, two of them do not satisfy Bf > 3a. For 1000 case, connections using smaller packet sizes are able 
bytes packet and ,0 = 0.1 (Bf < a) throughput is sig- to achieve slightly higher throughput for both a 5 1 
nificantly lower than the analytical results, while for and cx > 1. When link losses dominate the connection, 
1000 bytes packet and p = 0.2 (ok < Bf < 3a) only sensitivity to packet size is higher and larger packets 
slightly lower. Table II shows a comparison between allow for best results. 
analytical and simulation results for Q 2 

TABLE II 

1. Fig.6 
REFERENCES 

Throughput Saturation Limits for Q > 1. 

P Pkt Size Eq. (2) Simulation 

0.1 200 0.641 0.620 

1000 0.577 0.274 

0.2 200 0.696 0.736 

1000 0.621 0.588 

0.8 200 0.876 0.900 

1000 0.787 0.832 

illustrates how larger propagation delays impact the 
results and yield a narrower performance difference 
between the the two choices of packet sizes in busy 

connections. Only results for /3 = 0.8 are shown. 

Normalized Throughput vs. Normalized Average Bad State Duration 
1 

0' """, ""' "..'.I ""'I ",.J 
1 o-3 1 o-z lo-' 10" IO’ 10’ 

Normalized Average Sad State Duration (Q) 

Fig. 6. Normalized throughput (Ye,,.,,,) as a function of the normal- 
ized average bad state duration (Q/T) for different propagation 
delays and packet sizes (p = 10p3). 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper provides some insights on the effects 
of choosing packets sizes for a TCP-Reno connection 
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